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INTERMEDIATE VALUE PROPERTY 
AND FUNCTIONAL CONNECTEDNESS 
OF MULTIVALUED M A P S 1 
JOANNA CZARNOWSKA 
(Communicated by Eubica Hold ) 
ABSTRACT. Unions, intersections, limits, algebraic sums and products of mul-
tivalued maps which either both are functionally connected, or have the inter-
mediate value property are considered. It is shown tha t the composition of a 
continuous and a functionally connected function need not be functionally con-
nected. Conditions equivalent to the intermediate value property of multivalued 
maps and some conditions under which upper continuity and the intermediate 
value property of multivalued maps are equivalent, are given. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let R denote the set of real numbers, I any interval contained in E. If 
A C 7, we let cl(.A) denote the closure of the set A in / , and Ac = I \ A. For 
a non-empty set i c K and a number e > 0 we denote 
K£(A) = { x G R ; there exists y G A such that \x — y\ < e} 
By the algebraic sum (product) of sets A , / 3 c R , we mean the set A + B = 
{a + b; a £ A, b <E B} (AB = {ab; a e A, be B}). For a s e t i c R and 
a number b G R we denote A- b = {a - b; a e A}. For M C X x Y, where 
X, Y C IR, we put ?c(M) = { x G l ; there exist y eY such that (x, y) G M} 
and Mx = {yeY; (x, y) G M} . 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Pr imary 54C60. 
K e y w o r d s : functional connectedness, functional connectedness point, Darboux property. 
1 This work was supported by the University of Gdansk, grant nr BW 5100-5-0151-4. 
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In this paper, $ : 7 —> R will denote a multivalued map $ which to each 
point x G I assigns a non-empty subset $(x) C R. By the graph of 3>, we mean 
the following set T^ = \j{(x, y); y G $ ( # ) } . For any sets A C 7, B c R and 
any point y G R let $(A) = U{*0*0 5 x e A}, $ + ( £ ) = {x G 7; *(x) C 5 } , 
$~(B) = {x G 7; $ ( x ) n B 7-: 0} and <->~(y) = {# G I ; y G * (x )} . $ is /o?Her 
(upper) semicontinuous if for any open set V C R the set <&~(V) ( $ + ( V ) ) is 
open in 7. $ is /otver (upper) first class if for any open set V C R, $~(V) 
($+(V)) is an Fa-set. 
We say that a sequence of multivalued maps {$n}n GN converges to 3> if for 
any x and any number e > 0 there exist fc G N, such that for any n > k, 
$ n ( x ) C K£($(x)) and $(x) C K £ ( $ n ( x ) ) . If / : A -> R, A C 7, is any 
function, then by a multivalued extension of f we mean any multivalued map 
$ : 7 - • R such that $ | ^ = / . 
2. Unions, intersections, limits-
algebraic sums and products 
In papers [2] and [3], the following definitions are given: 
DEFINITION 1. A multivalued map <fr: 7 —> R has the intermediate value 
property if for any distinct points xvx2 G 7 and every yx G ^(x±) there exists 
y2 G S(x 2) such that (yvy2) C $ ( ( x 1 , x 2 ) ) . 
DEFINITION 2. A multivalued map $ : 7 —> R is functionally connected if for 
any distinct points xvx2 G 7 and every yx G ^(xx) there exists y2 G $(-E2) 
such that for any continuous function /i: [x1? x2] —> R such that ^(xx) > yx and 
/i(x2) < y2 or /i(x1) < yx and h(x2) > y2 , there exists x G (x-^, x2) for which 
h(x)e*(x) (i.e., r $ | ( X i X 2 ) n r ^ 0 ) . 
It is not difficult to show that the union of functionally connected multivalued 
maps (or maps which have the intermediate value property) has this property 
too, but it is not true for non-empty intersections. In order to realise that, one 
may consider the intersection (\& VI $)(#) = \J/(x) VI $ ( x ) , where 
*(x) = f
 [0'1]; XGQ' 
\ { 0 } ; x e R \ Q , 
*(x) = fM>
 x G Q ' 
I [0,1]; x G R \ Q , 
and Q denotes the set of rational numbers. 
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LEMMA 1. Let M C I be c-dense in I. Then there exists a function f: M —> R 
such that any multivalued extension $ : J —* R of f is functionally connected. 
P r o o f . Since M is c-dense in J , then M — [j Mt, where T has continu-
t£T 
um cardinality, Mt is dense in J for each t € T , and Mt HMt = 0 if £-_ 7̂  £2. Let 
<7 = {#: [a, 6] —> R; where # is a continuous function on [a, 6] C J , a < b}. 
Since the cardinality of Q is continuum, there exists a one-to-one function 
p: T —> Q, and let ĉ  = p(t) , g f : [<^,&J —> R for < £ T . Let us define the 
function / : M —> R as follows: 
f 9t(*)'> « G M t n [ a t , 6 t ] , 
•f(x) = 0; x G M \ [J M t n [ a t , 6 J . 
V tGT 
Since the graph of / intersects the graph of any continuous function 
g: [a, 6] —> R, [a, 6] C J , then the same holds for any multivalued extension 
<£: J —> R of / . Therefore any multivalued extension is functionally connected. 
• 
COROLLARY 1. For any multivalued map $ : J —• R there exists a functionally 
connected multivalued map \&: J —> R 8wc/i £tW £/&e 8e£ { a : G / ; $(x) i=- \-/(x)} 
25 jfirs£ category and Lebesgue measure zero. 
P r o o f . Let M C J be c-dense in J , first category, and Lebesgue measure 
zero. By Lemma 1, it is enough to take: 
*(x) = / { / ( * ) } ; *
e M > 
V ' \ $(x); x<El\M. 
П 
PROPOSITION 1. ELic/i multivalued map $ : J —> R is an algebraic sum of two 
functionally connected multivalued maps. 
P r o o f . Let M 1 ? M 2 C J be two disjoint sets such that M1 U M 2 = J , and 
each of them is c-dense in J . By Lemma 1, there exist functions f{: M- —-> R, 
z = 1, 2, for which any multivalued extension on J is functionally connected. Let 
us define $ x , $ 2 : J —> R as follows: 
{Л(-=)}; X Є M L 
Ф(x) - / 2 ( x ) ; x Є M 2 , 
Фx(x) = { 
Ф ( x ) - Д ( x ) ; x Є M 1 5 
$ 9 (x) = > , / N l 
2V 1 {/2(x)}; x e M 2 
Then $-., $ 2 are functionally connected, and $(x) = $ 1 (x) + ^2^
x) for every 
x £ J . • 
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The product of functionally connected functions need not have even the inter-
mediate value property. In order to realize that, one may consider the following 
functions / , g: I —> R: 
Í L » ; i € M p 
i ; x Є м 2 , 
0; æ Є M 3 , 
ü; l Є M j , 
1; æ Є M 2 , 
/2 0-0; x Є M 3 , 
m = { 
g(x) = 
where MVM2)M^ C / are c-dense in 7, each two of them do not intersect, 
Mx U M2 U M 3 = / , and fi: Mt —» R, i = 1, 3, are functions from Lemma 1. 
However, the "product version" of Proposition 1 does not hold since there exist 
functions which are not products even of Darboux functions. 
PROPOSITION 2. Each multivalued map $ : I —> R i8 a Zirarf a/ a sequence of 
functionally connected multivalued maps. 
P r o o f . Let {Mn}n
<L1 be a sequence of sets such that each of the set is 
oo 
c-dense in I , every two of them do not intersect, and (J Mn = 7. By Lemma 1, 
n = l 
there exist functions /•: M- —» R, i E N, for which any multivalued extension on 
7 is functionally connected. Let us define the sequence of functionally connected 
multivalued maps as follows: 
( $ ( * ) ; x G [ J M z , 
$ n ( x ) - ^ i=l 
I {/»(*)}; * e M . , i > n . 
It is easy to see that {$n}n%1 converges to <3>. D 
3. Compositions 
THEOREM 1. Let # : I -> J . w/iere J C R is an interval, $ : J -> R be 
multivalued maps such that ^(1) = «/, and \&. $ /iatle /Tie intermediate value 
property. Then the composition $ o \P /ia5 67ze intermediate value property, too. 
P r o o f . Let xv x2 E I be two different points, and let yx E $ o ^ ( ^ ) . We 
have to show that there exists y2 E $o\P(x 2) such that (yvy2) C $ o * ( ( x 1 , x 2 ) ) . 
There exists zx E * ( x x ) such that yx E <->0*i)- Since * has the intermediate 
value property, there exists z2 E ^(x2) such that (zvz2) C * ( ( x 1 , x 2 ) ) . Let 
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us assume that z2 ^ zx. Since $ has the intermediate value property, there 
exists y2 G $(z 2 ) such that (yvy2) C ^((zx,z2)). Then, since ^((z1,z2)) C 
$(V((xvx2))) = $ o * ( ( x 1 , x 2 ) ) , we have (yvy2) C $ oV((Xl,x2)). In the 
case when z2 = z±, it is enough to take y2 = yx. • 
THEOREM 2. Ze£ <p: I ^> J, J c K is an interval, be a continuous function 
such that <p(I) = J , and Ze£ $ : J —» R 6e a multivalued map. Then $ ftas 
the intermediate value property if and only if the composition $ o <p has the 
intermediate value property. 
P r o o f . Assume that $ o <p has the intermediate value property. Let 
xv x2 e J be two different points, and let yx G ^(x±). Let us take a, 6 G / such 
that <p(a) = x 1 ? < (̂6) = x2, and <^((a,6)) = (v?(a),cp(6)) = (x1,x2). Since a 7-- 6 
and $ o <£ has the intermediate value property, for yx G $(x 1 ) = $ o <^(a), there 
exists y2 G $ o <p(6) = $(x 2 ) such that (y1,y2) C $ o <p((a, 6)) = $ ( (a : 1 , x 2 ) ) . 
Therefore $ has the intermediate value property. Since <p has the intermediate 
value property as a continuous function, the converse implication is an obvious 
corollary from Theorem 1. • 
THEOREM 3 . Let <p: I —> J , where J C M. is an interval, be a continuous 
function such that <p(I) = J , and let $ : J —• K 6e a multivalued map. If $ o <p 
is functionally connected, then $ is functionally connected. 
Since the proof of Theorem 3 is similar to the proof of Theorem 2, it is 
omitted. Theorem 4 shows that the converse of Theorem 3 does not hold. 
In Theorems 2 and 3, we can not replace "continuous function" by "continu-
ous multivalued map". To see this, let ^(x) = [—£,#], x G R , and 
f |0,21; * < 0 , 
I [0,1]; * > 0 . 
Then Qo^(x) = [0, 2] is functionally connected, thus has the intermediate value 
property, but <fr does not have any of these properties. 
LEMMA 2. Let M C [0, l ] 2 6e a continuum such that ir(M) = [0,1], Mx ^ 
[0,1] for any x G [0,1], and Tg (jL M for each continuous function g: [a, 6] —+ R, 
[a, 6] C [0,1], a < 6. Then there exists a functionally connected function 
<p: [0,1] -> [0,1] such that M n r = 0. 
P r o o f . Let Q = {g: [a, 6] —> [0,1]; where g is continuous function on 
[a, 6] C [0,1], a < 6} . For any g G Q the set Xg = {x G [a, 6]; (x, g(x)) G M} 
is nowhere dense. Let [0,1] = (J Mt be a disjoint union where M t is dense 
teT 
in / for any teT, and T has continuum cardinality. Since Q has continuum 
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cardinality, then there exists a one-to-one function p: T —» Q, and let gt = p( i ) , 
g t : [av bt] —* 1R, for £ G T . Let us define the function <̂ : [0,1] —>  [0,1] as follows: 
tp(x) 
( gt; xe[at,bt]nMt\Xgt, 
yx ; for the remaining x G [0,1] , 
where yx is any point in [0,1] \ Mx 
Then from the construction it is easy to see that ip is functionally connected 
and T^ H M = 0. • 
For real functions the following inclusions C C C* C V hold (where C,C* and 
V denote functions with connected graph, functionally connected and Darboux 
functions respectively). It is known that compositions of functions from C or V 
with continuous functions fall into C or T> respectively. It seems to be interesting 
that it is not true for the class C, , which is the assertion of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. There exist a continuous function g: [0,1] —•> [0,1] and func-
tionally connected function cp: [0,1] —> [0,1] such that the compositions g o cp 
and cp o g are not functionally connected. 
P r o o f . Let g: [0,1] —* [0,1] be the Cantor function, and let M= {(g(x), x); 
x G [0,1]}. Then M is a continuum such that 7r(M) = [0,1], Mx ^ [0,1] for 
each x G [0,1], and there is no continuous function on any interval [a, b] C [0,1], 
a < b, with the graph contained in M . By Lemma 2, there exists a functionally 
connected function ip: [0,1] -» [0,1] such that M HT^ = ®. 
To show that g o cp is not functionally connected, let us take h(x) = x for 
x G [0,1]. Since (p(0) > 0 and (p(l) < 1, then g o (p(0) > h(0) and g o (p(l) < 
h(l). We will show that Fh D T = 0. Suppose on the contrary that there 
exists x G (0,1) for which h(x) = g o (^(x). Consequently, x = g o (p(x) and 
(x, (/?(x)) — (go ip(x), (p(x)) G M , but this contradicts that M flT = 0 . 
To show that y> o g is not functionally connected, let again h(x) = x for 
x G [0,1]. As before, h(0) < cp o g(0) and h(l) > (p o g(l). Suppose that there 
exists x G (0,1) such that h(x) = (p o g(x). Then (g(x),x) G T which means 
that M fl T 7-= 0, a contradiction. • 
4. Generalization of Zahorski theorem 
DEFINITION 3. A set P C I is dense-in-itself (c-dense-in-itself) provided if 
x G P and U C / is an open set with x G cl(c7), then P D U contains a point 
other than x (P HU has continuum cardinality). 
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THEOREM 5. If <3>: I —> R has the intermediate value property, then for any 
open set V C R the counter image $~(V) is dense-in-itself. 
P r o o f . Let V C R be an open set, and let x0 G <J>~ (V). Let us take an open 
set U C I for which xQ G cl(t7). Assume on the contrary that U H 3>~(V) = 0 
or U n $~(V) = {x0}. Choose x G U such that x / x0 and (x,x0) C £/". Let 
y0 G $(x 0 ) n V, then, for any y G $ (# ) , (y0,y) <jL $ ( ( x , x 0 ) ) . This contradicts 
that $ has the intermediate value property. • 
THEOREM 6. Suppose <&: 7 —> R is upper first class. If $ bas £/ie intermediate 
value property, then for any open set V C R the counter image 3>~(V) is 
c-dense-in-itse//: 
P r o o f . Let V C R be an open set, and let x0 £ $~ (V). Let U C I be an 
open set for which x0 G cl(c7). Since $ has the intermediate value property, by 
Theorem 5, there exists xx G U such that ^(xx) n V 7̂  0. Let yx G $(£-_) fl V, 
and let Vx be an open set such that yl G Vx and c l ^ ) C V. Let us take an 
open set W for which xx eW and c\(W) C U, and define D = TV n ^ ( V J . 
Since $~(VX) is dense-in-itself, the set D is dense-in-itself, too, and hence cl(F>) 
is a perfect set. Since $ is upper first class, the set Cu [^\c\(£))) of upper conti-
nuity points of $ | c j m ) is residual in cl(£>). Thus, it has continuum cardinality, 
and inclusions Cu($\cuDyj C c\(W) n $~ (cl(V-.)) C c 7 n $ - ( V ) imply that 
[J n $~(V) has continuum cardinality. • 
LEMMA 3. (Z a h o r s k i [9; Lemma 7]) An open interval I cannot be the union 
of two non-empty, disjoint Fa-sets A and B such that both of the sets are dense-
in-itself. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose $ : I -» R, $(x) is closed for each x G I, and 3> is both 
lower and upper first class. If for any open set V C R the counter images <E>+(V) 
and $~(V) are dense-in-itself, then $ has the intermediate value property. 
P r o o f . Suppose, on the contrary, that $ does not have the intermediate 
value property. Then, since $ has closed values, numbers xvx2 G J , x± ^ x2, 
and a 1 , a 2 , ax < a2 (we admit ax — —00 or a2 = +00), exist such that 
$(xx) n (ava2) j=- 0, $ (x 2 ) C [ a 1 , a 2 ]
c and $~({ava2}) H (x1 5x2) = 0. Let 
us consider the following sets: 
A~ = $-((ava2)) n [x^xj , A
+ = $ + ( ( a 1 ? a 2 )
c ) n [x1?x2] . 
By the selection of the numbers a1 and a 2 , we have A~nA+ = 0 and A~UA+ = 
[x 1 ,x 2 ] . By the assumption of the theorem, the sets A~ and A
+ are dense-in-
itself F1 -sets, contrary to Lemma 3. • 
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COROLLARY 2. ( Z a h o r s k i [1]) Let f: I —•» R be first Baire's class. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) f is a Darboux function. 
(b) The set f"1^) is dense-in-itself for any open set V C R. 
(c) The set / _ 1 ( V ) is c-dense-in-itself for any open set F c R . 
5. Upper continuity and the intermediate value property 
THEOREM 8. Suppose 3>: I —» R, $(#) is a compact set for any x G / , and $ 
/ias t7ie intermediate value property. If there exists a dense subset Y of R such 
that for each y &Y the set $~(y) is closed, then $ is upper semicontinuous. 
P r o o f . Let x0 G I and U C R be an open set such that $ (x 0 ) C t7. 
Since $ (^ 0 ) is a compact set, there exist a i , 6 i E 7 , 1 < i < n , such that 
n n 
$( x o) C U(ai>^i)> U (ai^i) c ^ a n d (ai^i) a re pairwise disjoint for 1 < 
i = l i = l 
( n \ n 
U{ a i> 6 i } ) ^ U * ~ ( a i ) u $ ~ ( & i ) and each of the sets $~(a- ) , 
i = l ' i = l 
$"""(&$), 1 < i < n , is closed, then the set $~ ( U { ^ M ) ls closed. Obviously 
M=I ' 
o ^ ^ ~ ( U {«i5 ^ } ) ' therefore there exists an open set G such that xQ G G 
M = I ' 
G C / \ $ - ( | J K . M ) - (i) 
v i = l J 
X 
and 
We will show that $(G) C U (ai^i) • Let as assume that it is not true. Then 
i = l 
n 
there exist x G G and y^ G $(x) such that y+ ^ U (ai->^i) a n d , taking account 
i = l 
n 
o f (1), 2/* £ U [ai>6J- Therefore, for any y G $(x0), (y^y) £ $ ( ( x , x 0 ) ) , and 
i = i 
it means that $ does not have the intermediate value property, a contradiction. 
• 
COROLLARY 3 . (Lipihski [7]) Let f: / —• R be a Darboux function. If there 
exists a dense subset Y of R such that for each y G Y the set f~l(y) is closed, 
then f is continuous. 
Remark 1. If $ : I —> R has the intermediate value property, then $(cl(£,)) C 
cl($(JE)) for any connected set E C I. 
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P r o o f . Let us assume that $(cl(JS)) (jL cl($(P?)) fipr some interval E C I 
joining points a and b. Suppose that there exists y^ £ $(«) \ c l ( $ ( £ ' ) ) . Let 
x £ E, then, for any y E $ ( x ) , (y^y) £ $ ( ( a , x ) ) . It means that $ does not 
have the intermediate value property. • 
THEOREM 9. If $ : I —> K, $(#) is a c/osed se£ /or any x e I, <& is upper 
semicontinuous and $(cl(£?)) C cl($(.£)) /or any connected set E C I, then $ 
b,as £/ie intermediate value property. 
P r o o f . Let us assume that $ does not have the intermediate value prop­
erty. Since $ has closed values, numbers x^x2 G J , x± / x 2 , and a 1 , a 2 , 
a i < a 2 ( w e a d m i t ax — —oo or a2 = +00), exist such that $(#-_) VI 
( a 1 ? a 2 ) ^ 0, $ ( x 2 ) C [ a ^ c x j
0 and $"({0^, a 2 }) fl ( x l 5 x 2 ) = 0. Let us 
consider the following sets 
A~ = $ - ( ( a 1 ? a 2 ) ) H [ x 1 ? x 2 ] , A
+ = $ + ( [ a ! , a 2 ]
c ) n [ x 1 ? x 2 ] . 
Obviously, A - fl A+ = 0 and A~ U v4+ = [x1? x2]. Since $ is upper semicontin­
uous, then A+ is an open set in [x 1 ,x 2 ] . Let E be a component of A
+. Then 
*(cl(JE?)) (jL cl ( $ ( £ ) ) , a contradiction. D 
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